SPRING 2018
Here is our Spring 2018 newsletter in a new format. It is our intention to email copies to members and to post on the web-site. Hard copies are
available and will be posted to anyone who requests them, so please let us
know how you would like to receive it.

COLLABORATION
The main theme of this issue will be on Collaboration. Whilst the bulk of this
section will focus upon the Laurel Trust Research Project, there will be some
additional pieces. It could be said that the NASS Conference held in November
2017 was one form of instant collaboration as the participants who were
coming together for the first time, were required to work together on a range
of topics during the day. A report of that event is given later. Alongside that is
a brief piece written by Kay Smith, the Chair of Governors of a Federation in
Kirklees. Her theme will focus upon her role and that of her fellow governors
in working within her setting.
As we found from the research there are many examples of collaboration in
existence and we would be delighted to hear from colleagues of ways in which
they are working to extend the opportunities for pupils within their schools.

COLLABORATION THEN
………not just the obvious contracts
between local schools and staff,
though that tends to be the

dominant version. ACRE, the HQ
organisation for Community
Rural Councils, a decade or more
ago published a study of a dozen
schools with special funding to
develop local projects based on
the education available in the
local area, people and places, and
in which community members
worked with teachers and pupils.
The range of projects involved new facilities or features such as a
pond, or nature reserve, or improvements to existing features. A
lot of trees were planted. Shared events also took place at times in
forms of public presentation.

2.
Ofsted learned from an inspection of a Yorkshire village school that their commitment to
learning outside the classroom had extended to preparing, with local support and contributions,
a guide for visitors to the village. There are many visitors as a particularly well-patronised
garden centre is also part of the community. Many schools have found regular access to local
farms and other rural agencies serving their areas- not just the animals but also the products.
3.
Other workplaces, less directly associated with rural activities, may nevertheless be based
nearby; one Cumbrian school was given four surplus laptops, of course cleared of data. Already in
the late 90s it had four computers: so eight machines for 65 pupils, well-used and considerably
impressing the first Ofsted inspectors! Resulting commendation prompted school and
community to plan and raise funds for a major cable to the village from the nearby town: early
provision of effective technology! The same school used Y5/6 as reading partners with Y1/Y2
BUT also the same pairs worked together in art and computers- fine master-apprentice activity
especially valuable to youngest pupils well expressing the old adage “Give me the child until he is
seven!”
4.
Not far away another Cumbrian school that had survived closure attempts saw its village
community launch and find grants for a nursery unit, which was physically added to the old
school building; the better to ensure pre-school facilities with children naturally transferring to
the main school when due. The nursery unit worked in partnership with the school but was
entirely managed by the community- rich Early Years school integration.

WIDER NATIONAL COMMITMENT
Oxfordshire and the former Schools Council established a Community Schools Project in which
two village schools each developed community links activity. In one, a newly built school hall
became a focus for shared activities, while in the other village the work involved knocking on
doors, welcoming interest and support- not least individual experience. Swedish Christmas
decorations would not otherwise have featured in the autumn term! An 80 year old man claiming
to have known Hobbs and Sutcliffe offered to take cricket practice- for girls and boys together. A
formerly capable amateur local artist, old age pensioner, suffering Parkinson’s Disease, was
persuaded it was what was in her head that was important more than her hands. She agreedprovided it was a small group and in her home. Three children most weeks enjoyed two solid
hours of art expertise- no playtime- and as well as the materials on the table there was always a
small bowl of sweets!
In the earliest days of computers two parents already used them professionally. One came to help
still uncertain staff work with groups of pupils and the incredibly low-powered first generation
Amstrad machines. For one group the work eventually touched on computer language and
preparing simple programmes. In essence, it showed what today’s world would still regard as
basic introductory learning and purpose and algorithm designers may in the near future be the
only people with long-term professional employment prospects.

OTHER EXAMPLES
All these home-school partnerships, some as parent-teacher partnerships, were clearly two-way

beneficial and educational- most such work will be that way. Children benefited from being
able to identify ‘work’ in everyday real-world contexts, making the usual teacher
encouragement of positive working habits more credible even in ‘basics!’
A Somerset village post-mistress and school governor, aware of possible county closures,
and planning to retire from her post office, saw a replacement service possible based on the
school premises and extending
naturally to children saving.
NASS subsequently heard of a
school
in
Wales
that
incorporated a bank and
another with a local shop
integrated into the site. As
with a Swedish school that
incorporated a café, it was
necessary to establish clear
lines
of
operation
and
responsibility,
but
such
developments clearly located
children and education as an
aspect
of
community
enterprise.
Clearly the most well-known
examples of collaboration
occur
between
schools
through sharing staff, children,
resources and facilities. In the
mid-1980s the Department of
Education
wanted
to
encourage what it termed
‘clustering.’
Seven
local
authorities shared national
funding. Seven more agreed to
take part at their own expense.
HMI, inspectors of the day and
highly respected by schools,
decided not to publish their
findings as they were so
disappointed at the many
missed opportunities within
clusters, due to poor insights into the potential. A school with a pond found it not a lot
visited by other schools in the group. A particular expert in art visited some schools in her
cluster but worked directly with only one- the other visits were almost one-off.

Within the seven LEA-funded clusters HMI praised the use of a co-ordinator who arranged visits of

pupils from all schools in the cluster on one of the sites for work planned and agreed, for
example in music or science. He also covered for teachers in the group with special expertise
to use in such group activities. Clustering became the germ of organisational changes such as
federation. In Dorset the very first four-school federation had a visionary Headteacher who
insisted all four sites were available to all staff and pupils and work planned on that basis.
That well reflected the Government ‘cluster’ concept. More conservative practice crept insuch as tying sites to key stages, designed to reduce mobility, co-operation and demands on
teachers unfamiliar with the concepts.
As with much innovation from Plowden onwards, effective articulation of such rich ideas was
a lottery dependent on local leaders able to grasp and exploit it. Federations and
amalgamations became more a tool of political organisation of provision and have now
graduated to MATs. Collaboration remains rich in potential but, in a climate of targets and
rigid accountability, such organisation is suffering the onset of singular, top-down leadership
less interested in the diversity of what has been described above.
Cluster’ groups morphed in some areas into pyramid groups based on secondary school
feeder areas and involving larger primaries at times as well as smaller. The goodwill and
genuine interest in effective teaching and learning often saw the larger schools funding
projects- especially transport, at higher rates than asked of the smaller budgets. ‘Pyramids’
were like MATs in serving a range of contexts but in the cause of broadening education
experience rather than chasing accountability and other dictated targets.
Modern technology brought webcams and a Welsh cluster adviser became worried as he
observed little co-operative action in a group of three village schools. They were a fair
distance apart and travel and weather seemed to deter so he bought them three cameras and

challenged them to use them co-operatively. They duly did, setting shared village studies with a

particular staff member leading. All three schools engaged in shared planning of, say, a
churchyard study, and sharing feedback from their respective local work in sessions
where all pupils and teachers learned together.
One of the schools cited above had a request from its feeder secondary school for a science
teacher to work with primary pupils while on a study course. It was arranged that he
would work through exploration of the village’s defunct cress beds but expected to work
from the children’s own ideas and respond accordingly. So he did! We have also had very
small schools in working partnerships with a larger school nearby.

Recent Newsletters have presented reports of current collaboration- though almost
all written in this edition has found expression in NASS pages over the last 25 years.
The possibilities are legion- shared sport, shared music, shared environmental
studies- Maths, Science and computers, not least richer access to demands from the
Maud Report on the Arts. A small secondary school planning a Lake District field
week asked its adviser how they could combine just such subjects and work together,
saving time and planning and sharing expertise. It later led back in school to sharing
timetables and setting work against the requirements of two or more subjects.
HMI would not have been disappointed with the outcomes of a six-school village
cluster in Leicestershire. A central location had been found. Each week groups of
children from all six schools attended there to be led by a volunteer Head or other
teacher using their particular skills and experience. It was all systematically planned,
evaluated and reported to each other’s governing bodies and the Authority. NASS
encourages you to engage in just such disciplined purposeful collaboration. What you
have just read can open the way.

AND NOW
Collaboration not Collision – Laurel Trust
You may recall that the e-news brought to you in December gave details of the Research report which
NASS and our partner school, Woodthorpe Primary school, Chesterfield completed for the Laurel Trust at
the end of October. I am now in a position to give a little more information about the project and the
issues which we have found from the research. This will not be the full picture however as we are still
awaiting permission to
From the outset, we at NASS need to acknowledge the efforts of Eileen Gunton who is head of our partner
school. Eileen accompanied me on many of the visits, provided a valuable insight into the challenges
facing small schools, questioned colleagues in other settings and wrote pertinent parts of the completed
document. From the outset Eileen and I decided that we needed some external advice and to this end
established a Research steering group. This comprised our good friend Will Ryan and Dr Paul Armstrong
from Manchester University. Both provided valuable advice throughout the project, read the completed
report and were supportive with comment and helped to provide a sense of direction.
It goes without saying that this has been a very interesting piece of work. The opportunity to visit schools
across the country and follow up on the ‘Collaboration or Collision’ initiative started two years ago was
one not to be missed. The constant dilemma regarding the place of the small school within the more
recent Academy/Free School landscape continues to cause concern. That many small schools are both
surviving and, indeed thriving, outside these structures provides some joy. it was indeed heartening to
see how the small schools we visited continued to maintain their independence and autonomy within
these structures.
When summarising the report it is important to recognise the reasons behind the research. It was to
focus upon the ‘most effective collaborative systems and structures that small schools are employing to
maximise their provision and expertise to thereby secure the best possible outcomes for the children.’
Alongside this aspect it was key to appreciate the vulnerability of the small school and the pressure under
which they were performing their role in the light of financial and educational constraints.
The report itself was comprised of two specific sections. The first part looked at the place of the small school
and included the NASS Charter for Children. Following brief paragraphs on the rationale and the methodology
employed, the programme of visits was outlined. These had been decided by the steering group and together
they agreed that the following questions should form the basis for the investigations:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Why have you decided to collaborate?
Describe what the collaboration looks like?
Which areas of educational provision do you collaborate in?
How fluid is this collaboration – does it adjust to fit the local context?
What barriers have you encountered in this process?
What would happen if you no longer collaborated?
Do you have any examples of policies etc. which have been developed as a result of the
collaboration? How did they come about?

§
An ambitious programme had been set out within the application form, which involved visits across the
country to see a wide range of collaborations. After discussion between the two leads of the research and
their field Officer, this was subsequently reduced. After initial visits had taken place, a greater focus was

put on the following:
-

Investigating the collaboration within the PEGS group in Derbyshire
A review of the collaborations being undertaken within the Kyra Teaching School
Alliance (TSA) in Lincolnshire
A visit would be made to a small school within a federation
There would be a visit to a group outside of the above grouping
There would be a visit made to a ‘standalone’ school.

These visits were made either jointly (for PEGS and Kyra) or by Neil as he had more time free to
travel the longer distances (Devon, North Yorkshire, Northumberland). At each of the visits, the seven
questions were asked and additional information in the form of development plans, policies, website
details and individual responses were collected. These formed the basis for the eventual findings.
Whilst the school visits and the resultant findings were key to the research; by its very nature there
needed to be some element where previous knowledge was utilized to gain a more rounded
perspective. Whilst some information was actually integrated into the school visit section
(particularly when discussing Federations and Teaching School Alliances) it was paramount to ensure
that the broadest possible range of information was utilized. This helped to more clearly define the
context and also to see if the recommendations from previous reports/documentation were actually
pertinent in real life situations.
The first section of the completed report used a wide range of sources ranging from the general –
OFSTED, Hay McBer, National College for School Leadership projects and Research Papers, Local
Authority reports and research, CfBT projects either standalone or undertaken with Local Authority
support and Church of England work. The results from these varied sources helped provide the
framework for the field visits. They were also identified within the conclusions in order to reinforce a
specific area.
The visits themselves began in January 2017 and ended in October. Whilst most were mainly single
visits, there were telephone and e-mail communication, which helped to clarify specific issues.
Throughout there was an openness and willingness on behalf of all participants to engage with us to
explain their work, outline the rationale behind their collaborative efforts and to demonstrate their
pride in their achievements.
Whilst the range of participants has been noted earlier, some further explanation is required. Both
Eileen and Neil knew all those who were interviewed. All were known before the interviews took
place. The only ‘latecomer’ was a very small (5 pupils on roll) first school in Northumberland and
their inclusion followed an article, which appeared in the Guardian in August 2017. This seemed such
an unusual scenario that it needed to be investigated. Indeed to be able to view this school and their
collaborative efforts alongside those of a large 50+ school TSA was too good an opportunity to miss.
Each of the interviews gave something new. What they also reinforced was how each of the
participants had utilised their context to develop partnerships of different types. Some developed
from Local Authority initiatives, some from the necessity of falling rolls and the efforts of governing
bodies to take control of the destiny of their school. Others came about from friendship with likeminded colleagues who were prepared to take a gamble and develop closer links. What they did
highlight was the need for a shared vision and philosophy and the willingness to subsume some
individual authority (but not autonomy) to make the collaborations work.

As noted earlier, it is not possible as this stage to present the full report but perhaps it would be useful to
give some of the conclusions reached;
•
•
•
•
•
•

all the schools belonged to a number of different collaborations, often linked to their own
context and aspect of their setting e.g. with a secondary school/local authority group
there were high levels of trust between all involved and this extended to governors and the
wider community
there were a number of examples where staff were shared between schools to develop specific
areas
there was greater staff and pupil involvement in decision making
staff were able to be developed in a number of ways through being given more opportunities to
display their subject expertise
staff mentioned increased morale, empowerment and enhanced sense of teamwork as a result
of the collaboration

The project in every sense is not complete. Indeed, the finished report asked a number of questions for the
future and it is hoped that there will be further opportunities for these to be answered. For the moment
this can serve as the starting point and once the findings are fully available, may serve to open the debate
more fully to more small schools across the country.
Thanks are due to the Laurel Trust, Eileen, Will and Paul from the steering group, all those who colleagues
who participated in the project and the NASS committee for their sterling support.
The report includes many examples of effective collaboration and also some interesting bi-products. One
was concerned with the professional development of middle leaders. Another revealed how one small
school had developed a relationship with a much larger neighbour where staff were exchanged and there
were joint visits to schools in Europe. At the end of the report, a series of questions were asked which
were designed to take the project forward onto the next stage and we hope to continue this at some point
in the future.

Effective governance in a federation of small schools
A federation is defined by Howarth (2015, p.20) as “an arrangement in which multiple schools are
governed by a single governing body”. Below, the issues surrounding effective governance in a federation
of small schools formed on 1st January 2016 will be discussed.
The three core functions for excellent school governance
i.
ii)
iii)

ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction for the school,
holding the head teacher to account for the educational performance of the school and its
pupils, and for the performance management of the staff,
overseeing the financial performance of the school and ensuring that expenditure delivers
value for money,

are complicated by federation as they have to be performed for each school on an individual basis as well
as for the federation as a whole. Despite a single governing body, the schools are seen as separate entities
in many aspects of their management. This can be especially difficult in small schools where the resources
available to the governing body are limited.

The development plan needs to show a clear and explicit vision for the federation but also be
suitable for all the schools included. It is especially important that the ethos and culture of the
individual community is maintained within the school. In their strategic leadership role, the
governing body of the federation evaluates the development plans of each individual school, in
addition to one for the federation as a whole.
The
workload
associated
with
accountability is significantly increased
in the federation. The chair of the
governing body and the head teacher
work together to ensure that a regular
cycle of meetings take place. Governors
are expected to attend suitable training
and visit each of the schools on a regular
basis. Each school has their own funding
and budget arrangements and the
governing body has to approve the
budget for each school separately.
Regarding the educational performance
of the pupils, each school has its own
OFSTED inspection and produces their
own performance data, which is analysed
by the governing body on a regular basis.
Comparisons are made between the
performance of each of the schools as
well as at a local authority and national
level. In many ways, the governing body
has to become more strategic, as there is
not time to get involved in operational matters, and this creates a more robust governance
process.
The federation has improved the diversity of the governing body as three village communities
come together. It has been important to ensure that these communities and the different school
values are represented fairly. The biggest problem has been the challenge of recruiting suitable
governors. There is little opportunity to choose specialists, with the skills required at a particular
point in time, as for most vacancies there are few, if any, expressions of interest. It often just
becomes an issue of ‘filling a gap’, and important skills like finance or human resources may be
missing.
The federation governing body is run though committees. Two key committees meet on a regular
basis and report back to the full governing body; i) finance and resources and ii) standards and
effectiveness. It was felt important that these committees have different chairs to the full governing
body so that accountability and independence can be maintained. Governors need to understand
the importance of their roles, and that just being a member of the full board and attending these
meetings is not enough. As well as attending the sub-committees, each individual governor has an
additional role or responsibility in relation to either school management (safe guarding, health and
safety) or a part of the curriculum. An essential role of the chair is to ensure that the ‘willing’
governors are not doing all of the work and others being carried, but that work is being shared
appropriately.
References: Howarth, E (2015). Governing Bodies that consider joining or creating federations,
Management in Education, Vol29 (1), pp 20-24

NASS/Sheffield Hallam University Conference
NASS/Sheffield Hallam University Conference
On Saturday November 11 NASS held their first conference in conjunction with Sheffield Hallam
University. This was part of a programme where we wish to develop links with organisations of
all types across the country. In this way we hope to develop a geographical spread, which will
allow colleagues to meet with peers within a reasonable distance and avoid both long journeys
and time out of school. The choice of a Saturday for this particular event was taken after long
and careful deliberation as we calculated that the day, while impinging on a weekend, would
not require expensive supply cover costs.
The choice of venue too was a deliberate one.
Sheffield Hallam University School of
Education have recently moved into a new
building. It has been used for a number of
national events. Links have been established
with members of the faculty and we hope
these will develop further in the future. At the
same time, the opportunity for colleagues to
see this impressive building was not one to be
missed.
Whilst numbers were small – 14 participants
– a pleasing geographical spread was seen.
Colleagues from Kent, Cumbria, Essex, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire made the
journey to spend their Saturday meeting with fellow small school stalwarts and to share views,
ideas and experiences. There was a pleasing mix of heads, deputies and other staff and
governors, all of whom were pleased to be part of the experience. These responses were
published in our last e-news.

From the NASS point of view the day was
successful as it allowed for a meeting with
colleagues and to gain a greater insight of the
experiences from those at the ‘chalk face’.
Whilst there was initial disappointment that
Professor John West-Burnham was unable to
join us, our good friend and NASS supporter,
Will Ryan, stepped into the break and
presented a thought provoking and
interesting keynote speech. An extended
lunch break also allowed for the networking,
which is so important for those who may
suffer from isolation due to their own context.

One interesting thought to come from the day was the need for more meetings of this type
either at similar locations or even in schools. Tentative steps were made to explore these in
Kent and Cumbria and it is hoped that these will come to fruition later this year.
We are grateful to all those who made the effort to travel to Sheffield, to Will Ryan for his
continuing support of NASS and to Sheffield Hallam University for hosting what we hope will
be the first of many such events.

RURAL CHALLENGES- SOCIAL MOBILITY COMMISSION
“State of the Nation” Findings
1
Geographical differences in attainment for children on free school meals have increased over the past decade,
“despite government efforts to boost learning for disadvantaged children”.
2
London has broken away from the rest of England: disadvantaged children in the capital do better than pupils in
any other region at both primary and secondary school. This is despite London having the highest levels of childhood
deprivation in the country.
3
Children from disadvantaged backgrounds going to school in former manufacturing urban areas like Kettering and
Doncaster have some of the poorest outcomes.
4
Remote countryside and coastal areas also perform badly. More than a fifth of the bottom 20 per cent of local
authority areas for school outcomes are in these areas.
5
School quality is hugely variable. Disadvantaged children in Knowsley have “no chance of going to a secondary
school rated ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’”, while in Hackney, all children on free school meals go to “strong schools”. The most
deprived coastal rural areas have 1.5 times the proportion of unqualified secondary teachers of the least deprived inland
rural areas.
6

Areas with low attainment among secondary pupils on free school meals “tend to have higher teacher turnover”.

7
Schools in densely populated urban areas “benefit from support from nearby ‘outstanding’ schools”, but schools in
rural and coastal areas are “isolated”, “unable to tap partnership infrastructure for support”.

Recommendations
1.
Regional School Commissioners should be given responsibility for monitoring and
managing the supply of teachers within their regions. This should include working with
universities, schools and Teach First to “develop sub-regional strategies with the right incentives to
attract, recruit and keep teachers”. These strategies should offer “region-wide opportunities for
development and progression”.
2
The government should launch a fund for schools in rural and coastal areas to “explore
innovative approaches to partnerships with other schools in order to boost attainment”.
3
Regional School Commissioners should work with the combined authorities to ensure
“coherence between skill development and local industrial strategies”.
NASS has consistently asked Ofsted what it has meant when describing rural and coastal schools
somehow as a generic category. We have asked if estimates of performance failings differentiate or
distinguish between small rural and larger rural- to no effect. This report talks as if all rural and
coastal schools are somehow isolated and remote.
Do they mean truly isolated rural schools? If they do then NASS “Collaboration” policy is wise. We
have consistently reported our awareness of good practice and the range of options or versions is
wide. If John Roberts’ excellent book “All Write Now” is in every Cumbrian primary it offers rich
and rare levels with children working together on stories.
News of outcomes will be very welcome.

NOT JUST THEIR PROBLEM
We report from Shane Phipps in the United
States of the impact of budget myopia on rural
communities: it well reflects pressures facing our
small schools and others across the world.

“When we hear the words socio-economically disadvantaged students,” minds tend to go to
districts in large inner cities and urban areas. Many such school districts are struggling to meet
the needs of a large percentage of clientele who daily deal with trauma and poverty. While many
large urban and inner-city districts have these issues, they aren’t the only ones. Another
category of schools often overlooked in this discussion are small rural schools facing many of the
same problems, but with far fewer people focusing on them.
There is a finite pool of money set aside to fund public education. When you cut it, it affects
everyone, but it affects the already financially struggling most of all. We’ve already seen the
consequences of several decades of school consolidation. How many small towns, their schools
once a tremendous unifier of the community and source of much civic pride, have now lost much
of their identity because of consolidation? Many of those towns, frankly, have all but withered
away. If we don’t look out for our rural schools and make sure they are properly funded, we
could we be on the brink of much more of that.”

NASS and its members need to ensure UK politicians understand such factors and the
professional pedigree the model represents.

Pupils at rural schools do better than those in inner cities
Education

December 6, 2017
Children play at an agricultural fair in Emmeloord. Photo: Depositphotos.com

Primary schools in rural areas score better than city schools in the tests which most Dutch children
take in their last year of primary school, according to research by RTL Nieuws.
RTL’s researchers studied schools’ results to compare performances based on a national average
score of 7. The results were also adjusted to take the background of children into account.
The researchers found that the country’s 890 inner city schools scored an average of 6.93 while the
1,511 schools in the most rural areas scored 7.05.
The worst big city performance was turned in by Utrecht, with a score of 6.77. Amsterdam was on
6.79, while The Hague hit the national average of 7. Rotterdam did better, with an average score of
7.14.
The scores also show that Islamic and orthodox Protestant schools scored best among the religious

BIG THANK YOU to all of you who have renewed your subscriptions and welcome
to those new members who have recently joined. Without your support NASS could not survive as
financially we rely entirely on subscription income. There are however many small schools who do
not see the many benefits which NASS brings to the Small School, its teachers, pupils and their
community. We are all here to help ensure that the quality of education in schools and particularly
the small school remains the best that can be given.

John Roberts
21.09.1950 – 4.10.2017.
We are sorry to report that John Roberts, passionate and inspirational headteacher of
Bewcastle School, the most northerly and remote school in Cumbria, has died, aged 67.
For those fortunate enough to have known John will remember him as one of life’s
enthusiasts. He had a huge zest for life, matched only by his love of people. Equally, he
had a highly developed and, often, irreverent sense of humour. Wherever John was
around, there was always much laughter.
John was born in Liverpool in 1950 where he attended a Catholic grammar school before
studying geography and PE at St Mary’s Catholic College in Twickenham. After
graduating, he went travelling around New Zealand and Australia where he did a variety
of jobs, including football coaching before finding a post in a private boys’ school in
Sydney. It was here he discovered his absolute passion in life: teaching.
In September 2003, John, exchanging the bright lights of the teeming metropolis for the
stunningly, starry skies of Cumbria, took up post as Headteacher of Bewcastle School. He
described it as his “golden time”.
John was a keen footballer, cyclist, surfer and fell walker. He loved reading, was a
wordsmith and lover of imagery. One might mistake John for an extrovert. He wasn’t.
Essentially, he was a private person. He had a loving family and a close circle of friends
that went back decades.
Mervyn Benford will write a Tribute to John in the next edition of our Newsletter

Notice of Annual Meeting
The first annual meeting of the National Association of Small Schools Charity
No.1169002 will be held at the School of Contemporary Dance, The Place, 17 Duke’s
Road, London WC1H 9PY on Saturday 10th March 2018 at 11.00 am.
The Agenda
1.
Welcome
2.
Apologies
3.
Chairman’s Report
4.
Accounts for the period ending 31st December 2018
5.
Election of Trustees
6.
Any notified business
The meeting will be followed by a meeting of the Trustees.
All are welcome to attend both meetings, we will be very pleased to see you. It would be
appreciated, if you intend to come along, that you let the secretary know on 01491
873548, 07971 541731 or e-mail quarrenden.tay@btinternet.com so that those
attending can be adequately accommodated.

THOUGHTS FROM OUR CHAIRMAN – NEIL SHORT

I trust that the holiday period provided some rest
and relaxation – although with some of the holiday
patterns I have seen from across the country I
have my doubts as to whether this was possible!
It still amazes me – even after 50 years in the
profession that the powers that be cannot get the
holiday pattern right. I know of one colleague (to
be more accurate it is my son who is a head
teacher) who did not finish the autumn term until
December 22 and who returned to school on
January 3rd. Others actually went back to their
schools a day before that, having been at home
attempting to relax at one of the most stressful
times of the year for less than 14 days. And this
after a term which started in early September! There is little wonder that the absence levels for
teachers continue to rise. To compound the problem, there are also issues where different areas
have varying holiday patterns, which can affect families (including those of teachers) who live or
work in schools across county or local authority borders.
Surely in this day and age it is not beyond the wit of man to manage these issues more effectively.
Having a school year, which is still linked to industrial working patterns, Christian festivals and
whatever whim the local authority chooses, is surely outdated. The problem has also been
compounded by changes, which have allowed academy chains or even individual schools to set
their own holiday arrangements. Whilst this may be acceptable, it would seem reasonable to ensure
integration with feeder schools and close colleagues are considered to avoid disruption to families.
There has been discussion about holiday patterns since I came into the profession but little or
nothing has been achieved of any radical nature. I am aware that some areas have tinkered with a
six-term year – purely by splitting the three terms in half. This has not affected the length of the
terms, which is the real issue due to the varying length of each one. The problem tends to be Easter
– which is NEVER on time! The possible timing of this festival, which can vary by up to four weeks,
has a ‘knock on’ effect on the spring and summer terms. I know some areas have decided to
establish their own Easter and thus eradicate these variations. This is to be applauded but this
raises the question – why stop there?
In 2008 I was fortunate enough to spend time visiting schools in New Zealand. Here they have a
system of a four-term year. Each term is ten weeks with the statutory holidays taken as long
weekends and with a system of local breaks interspersed within that period. The long summer
break also pertains but, as this is the southern hemisphere incorporates the Christmas holiday too.
Perhaps, in an attempt to reduce the sickness levels amongst teachers AND pupils, some thought
should be given to adapting the school year to meet the demands of the 21st century. This could
include introducing a four/five term year, reducing the length of terms, extending the Christmas
holiday period, reducing the long summer break and starting this earlier to take advantage of the
longer hours of daylight in June and July. Any other ideas should NOT be discounted just because
they are ‘not what we have always done’.

As we begin to adapt to a new age where Artificial Intelligence and the changes in
working patterns will be part of the future of our pupils; where increased leisure time
may be permanent features, perhaps this is the time to begin the debate about a
holiday pattern from the 19th century which has no place in 2018.
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